Abstract. Global band selection or feature extraction methods have been applied to hyperspectral image classification to overcome the "curse of dimension". We applied class-based feature extraction approaches and compressed the class data into different lower dimensional subspaces. Land cover classes in hyperspectral imagery could be roughly modelled as lowdimensional Gaussian clusters (i.e., "Gaussian pancakes") floating in sparse hyperspace. Each pixel was labelled accordingly based on conventional classifiers. We evaluated and compared the class-based version of principal components analysis (PCA), probabilistic principal components analysis (PPCA), and probabilistic factor analysis (PFA) algorithms to find the lower dimensional class subspaces in the training stage, projected each pixel, and then assigned the class label according to the maximum likelihood decision rule. Results from simulations and the classification of a compact airborne spectrographic imager 2 (CASI 2) hyperspectral dataset were presented. The proposed class-based PCA (CPCA) algorithm provided a reasonable trade-off between classification accuracy and computational efficiency for hyperspectral image classification. It proved more efficient and provided the highest classification kappa coefficient (0.946) among all band selection and feature extraction classifiers in our study. CPCA is recommended as a useful class-based feature extraction method for classification of hyperspectral imagery. 
Introduction
Hyperspectral remote sensing, also known as imaging spectroscopy, is a relatively new technology that has been applied to the detection of minerals and terrestrial vegetation. Hyperspectral remote sensing images contain large amounts of data and generally comprise 30-200 spectral bands of relatively narrow bandwidths (5-10 nm), whereas multispectral datasets are usually comprised of 5-10 bands of relatively broad bandwidths (70-400 nm). Hyperspectral data are usually superior to broader-band multispectral data for most analyses, as they provide more details about the spectral properties of ground features. Although hyperspectral data allow for more freedom to explore spectral information, the computational burden can be overly high. Classification of hyperspectral data requires large training sample sets to derive stable representations of class statistical properties, which is often referred to as "the curse of dimension" (Landgrebe et al., 2001) . Therefore, band selection and feature reduction methods are important in hyperspectral image classification. Band selection is the process of selecting the combination of original bands that are the most important for classification (i.e., contain the most unique information). Some optimum band selection methods have been introduced (Mausel et al., 1990; Chang et al., 1999) , but they often degrade the performance of the classifier by discarding some bands that contain valuable information (Brunzell and Eriksson, 2000) . Alternatively, feature extraction techniques utilize all available image data and transform them into a reduced number of dimensions. A carefully designed feature extraction scheme can provide a relevant set of features for a classifier, resulting in improved performance, particularly from simple classifiers (Brunzell and Eriksson, 2000; Webb, 2002) .
There are many feature extraction methods, each with a different set of criteria. Principal components analysis (PCA) is based on the covariance or correlation matrix of the full set of image data but contributes little to separability of input bands. PCA works well for remote sensing data because classes are frequently distributed in the direction of maximum data scatter . Since PCA does not correspond to a probability density function, two other feature extraction methods, probabilistic principal components analysis (PPCA) and probabilistic factor analysis (PFA), have been proposed to solve the Gaussian mixture model (Bartholomew, 1987; Tipping and Bishop, 1999b) . A common failure of feature extraction methods for classification is that, once the hyperspectral data are projected into a low-dimensional subspace, some distinguishable features are often blurred by global transforms. Given this limitation, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) may be a better choice because it utilizes Fisher's criterion to calculate a transform that maximizes between-class separability and minimizes within-class variability (Yu et al., 1999; Webb, 2002) . Furthermore, Richards and Jia (1999) proposed the segmented principal components transformation (SPCT) to select features with high separability. Jimenez and Landgrebe (1999) proposed a projection pursuit method to bypass the limitation of small training sample sizes by making the computations in a lower dimensional space and optimizing the projection index. Kumar et al. (2001) proposed the best-bases feature extraction algorithms by combining the subsets of adjacent bands into a smaller number of features. The objective of the aforementioned methods is to transform a high-dimension data space to a common low-dimension data space and then apply a single classifier to distinguish the classes simultaneously.
To explore the unique class characteristics of individual land cover types, we propose an alternative paradigm inspired by the strategy of "divide and conquer" -to divide the dataset into several class-based clusters and conduct feature extraction within each class. Based on this principle, pixels are projected into class-based feature spaces and labelled according to the maximum likelihood rule. This philosophy can be traced back to the nonlinear extensions of PCA (Kambhatla and Leen, 1997) and mixture models (Tipping and Bishop, 1999a) . It is assumed that globally high-dimensional data cannot remain high dimensional if viewed locally (Marchette and Poston, 1999) .
We propose and compare class-based PCA, PPCA, and PFA for conducting supervised classification of compact airborne spectrographic imager 2 (CASI 2; manufactured by Itres Research Ltd. in Canada) hyperspectral data, with the goal of mapping a problematic invasive weed called yellow starthistle (Centaurea solstitialis L.) in California. We assume that each land cover class in a hyperspectral image can be roughly modelled as a high-dimensional Gaussian "pancake-shaped" cluster floating in hyperspace (Jimenez and Landgrebe, 1998; Landgrebe, 2002) . Two significant properties of high-dimensional images are as follows: (i) for hyperspectral images, in which classes have relatively strong contrast and not much spatial mixing, the hyperspace is mostly empty, which implies that in this case multivariate data are usually in a lower dimensional structure (manifold); and (ii) when high-dimensional data are linearly projected onto a low-dimensional space, there is a tendency for the data to have a normal distribution, or a combination of normal distributions. The first property implies that each land cover class in a hyperspectral image is mainly concentrated in a lower dimensional subspace. The second property suggests that it is reasonable to utilize Gaussian maximum likelihood classifiers (MLCs), which assume a normal data distribution, and thus supervised classification can be conducted using class-based feature extraction methods. Class-based feature extraction classifiers retain class separability without sacrificing computational efficiency when compared with global feature extraction classifiers, which have relatively low separability and do not require large training samples.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. PCA, PPCA, and PFA algorithms are compared, and then class-based PCA (CPCA), class-based PPCA (CPPCA), and class-based PFA (CPFA) algorithms are proposed for supervised classification. To evaluate and compare the performance of these algorithms, simulations are made on two-dimensional (2D) datasets, and a CASI 2 hyperspectral image is tested. Lastly, a general discussion and conclusions are presented.
Global feature reduction algorithms Principle component analysis (PCA)
PCA is an optimum linear transform to project highdimensional data to a low-dimensional subspace with minimum variance loss (Jolliffe 1986 ). Letting {Y n } =1 n q be data vectors, the goal is to find column vectors q so that the projections of the data on these vectors have maximum variance. Assume S is the sample covariance matrix, then q is the q eigenvectors of S. Let λ be the corresponding eigenvalues and indexed in the order of decreasing magnitude, and then corresponds to the first p eigenvectors, and p < q. The projection process is described as follows:
where µ is the mean of observations y.
Probabilistic factor analysis (PFA)
The goal of the PFA is to find a latent p-dimensional standard Gaussian random variable vector X (factors) to model the observation vector Y (q-dimensional), where p < q. According to the latent variable 2 model formulation, Y is expressed as a regression (Bartholomew, 1987) :
where X has a marginal Gaussian distribution X~N(0, I) with zero mean and an identity covariance matrix I (N represents a Normal (Gaussian) distribution), W is distributed as W~N(0, ⌿) and independent of X, and ⌿ is a diagonal covariance matrix. The conditional distribution of Y is again a Gaussian Y~N(µ + ⌳X, ⌿). Equation (2) also implies that Y can be explained by a small number of latent factors X and W represents the Gaussian noise of the observed variable Y. The conditional mean of X is
The maximum likelihood approach estimates the parameters of the probabilistic factor analysis model (Rubin and Thayer, 1982) . Although it is impossible to identify any particular latent variables (Cooper, 1983; Basilevsky, 1994) , we are interested in the subspace spanned by latent variables, not any particular latent variable. Since there is no closed-form solution for the parameters ⌳ and ⌿, the iterative expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm is used in this paper (Rubin and Thayer, 1982; Hastie et al., 2001) . Once the EM algorithm converges, the low-dimensional latent subspaces can be established from Equation (3).
Probabilistic principle component analysis (PPCA)
PPCA was used by Tipping and Bishop (1999a; 1999b) to solve the problem that PCA could not provide an explicit probabilistic model. Assume the observed data Y are still a linear regression of latent variable X:
where p-dimensional X has a marginal Gaussian distribution XÑ (0, I); and W~N(0, σ 2 I) (where σ is any positive value). Then
. PPCA is a special case of PFA with only a homoscedastic assumption on W (Stone, 1995) . However, this simplified assumption results in the following closed-form solution:
where the column vectors in are the principal eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, and the diagonal matrix p contains the first p eigenvalues in the order of decreasing magnitude. The maximum likelihood estimation of σ is
which is the averaged projection error. The dimensionality reduction process can be expressed as (Tipping and Bishop, 1999a; 1999b) 
Comparing PCA, PPCA, and PFA From the previous discussion, it is clear that PPCA and PFA are both latent variable models. The formulation is the same; the difference is in their assumptions about projection errors. PPCA assumes that W is homogeneous, whereas PFA assumes it is heterogeneous. In this sense, PFA is more plausible because its assumption is not as strict as that of PPCA, and we expect that PFA can provide better performance. However, PFA is a complex model with q -1 more parameters. According to the model selection theory (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) , the variance of PFA tends to increase and the overall classification accuracy decreases with an increase in dimension q.
Furthermore, comparing Equation (1) with Equation (7), we find that PPCA bases share the same directions as PCA bases, although the norms are different. This suggests that the bases of PPCA and PCA span the same space. PPCA can be viewed as a reduced version of PCA, since it further transforms the projected data into a standard Gaussian hypersphere in the pdimensional subspace R p . Figure 1 shows a pictorial example of a raw dataset in three dimensions transformed to a 2D feature space using PCA, PPCA, and PFA.
Class-based feature extraction algorithms
Global feature reduction algorithms provide a feasible approach for projecting high-dimensional data into a lower dimensional subspace. However, class separability can be reduced during this process. In Figure 2a , for example, when classes 1 and 2 are projected onto the global principal axis by PCA, they cannot be distinguished from one another. Alternatively, if we project classes 1 and 2 onto their own subprincipal axes as in Figure 2b , they can be classified as different clusters. This is the basic principle behind class-based feature reduction algorithms.
The class-based version of PCA, PPCA, and PFA (CPCA, CPPCA, and CPFA, respectively) for the classification of hyperspectral imagery is conducted in a two-stage procedure including training and classification as follows (Figure 3) : (1) Collect the training data for n classes C 1 , þ, C n . For each class, feature reduction algorithms PCA, PPCA, and PFA are used to calculate the latent subspace. As a result, n low-dimensional Gaussian clusters are found in the hyperspace, and their distribution parameters are estimated. Generally speaking, an n low-dimensional Gaussian distribution can be acquired from the linear projection operators:
, where T n is the transformation formula, i.e., Equations (1), (3), or (7).
(2) Classification is conducted on a pixel to pixel basis. The spectrum vector of each pixel y in hyperspectral imagery is projected into n latent subspaces through T 1 -T n , respectively, and then the likelihoods of each projected vector y belonging to each subspace (p 1 , p 2 , þ, p n ) are calculated according to the normal density function. The decision criteria is
The class-based feature reduction algorithm borrows the decision rule from the maximum likelihood algorithm and constrains the feature reduction within each class. Therefore, it decreases the computational burden without seriously compromising the class separability. Actually, the computational complexity for a covariance matrix in a maximum likelihood classifier is O(Nq 2 ), where N represents the total number of training samples . The computational complexity in class-based feature reduction algorithms decreases to O(nN′p 2 ), where n is the class number, and N′ is the sample number of each class. Since p is usually far less than q, and nN′ is approximately equal to N, the computational burden drops to a reasonable level.
Experiments
We conducted two simulation experiments to study the characteristics of PPCA, PFA, and the class-based feature extraction algorithms. We then applied class-based feature extraction classifiers to a CASI 2 hyperspectral image to detect and map yellow starthistle in our study area. The results are evaluated and compared with conventional hyperspectral classifiers. variable with a one-dimensional (1D) Gaussian distribution: XÑ (0, 1). Second, we rotated this dataset 45°in the extended 2D space. Third, two random noise variables with a 1D Gaussian distribution n 1~N (0, Ψ 1 ), n 2~N (0, Ψ 2 ) along the y1 and y2 directions were added to X. In the first dataset, Ψ 1 = Ψ 2 = 0.01, and in the second dataset, Ψ 1 = 0.25 and Ψ 2 = 0.01. As a result, two new random variables Y 1 and Y 2 were generated in R 2 . We acquired their principal axes while running the PPCA and PFA algorithms to reduce the 2D data to 1D. In dataset 1, the PPCA principal axis and PFA principal axis (the first column vector of transform matrix ⌳) were both close to the 45°line (Figure 4a) . Furthermore, the variances of n 1 and n 2 were very close to the true values. Results are summarized in Table 1 . In Figure 4b , the principle component axis of PPCA is oriented in a direction that explains most of the variance in the data, but it deviates from the original latent data axis. PFA provided a better estimation. The results are summarized in Table 2 .
Despite the better estimate, there are two important factors to consider with PFA. First, different combinations of initial input parameters produce different results, so it is difficult to interpret results by identifying latent variables. From our experience, it is a good choice to input PPCA results as the initial condition so that EM can converge quickly. The second is simply computational, as PFA always runs much longer than PPCA because the EM is an iterative algorithm.
Simulation 2: class-based feature extraction classification
In the second simulation, three 2D training classes were generated from a 1D standard Gaussian distribution. The rotation angles and Gaussian noise variances are summarized in Table 3 . CPCA, CPPCA, and CPFA were then applied to extract the subspace statistical parameters. In Figure 5 , the solid lines represent the true rotation directions, the dash-dot lines are the principle axes of CPCA (or CPPCA), and the dash-dash lines are the CPFA axes. Three hundred test samples were generated for each class using the same set of parameters listed in Table 3 . CPCA, CPPCA, and CPFA classifiers were applied to this test dataset. From Figures 6b-6d , we find that all three class-based feature extraction algorithms provided satisfactory classification results.
These simulations show that the class-based feature extraction algorithms are suitable for low-dimensional datasets. However, some class 3 test samples are misclassified as class 1 (see lower right corners of the plots shown in Figures 6b-6d) , although samples are far away from the centroid of class 1. We define this misclassification as shuttle phenomenon (i.e., these samples from different classes being misclassified in the same Table 3 . Training sample parameters (see Figure 5 ).
class when using class-based feature extraction methods). Shuttle phenomenon is not surprising, since the probabilities of those samples in class 1 are larger than those in class 3 after projection. Generally speaking, distances measured in highdimensional space are invalid after projecting in lower dimensional subspaces. If the principle axes of two classes are parallel, and the straight line through their centroids is perpendicular to the principle axes, the shuttle phenomenon will be rather obvious. However, this restriction should not seriously undermine the class-based feature extraction algorithms, since these conditions are not critical, especially in the hyperspectral space. We can avoid the shuttle phenomenon by increasing the dimensions of the class subspaces.
CASI 2 land cover supervised classification
The CASI 2 is a charge-coupled device (CCD) push-broom imager designed for the acquisition of visible and near-infrared hyperspectral imagery. It has 48 channels covering the wavelengths ranging from 0.43 to 0.97 µm (blue to nearinfrared). The CASI 2 image used in this paper was acquired over Bear Creek, Yolo County, California, on 30 June 2002 with a spatial resolution of 2 m. The CASI 2 image was georegistered to a digital orthophoto quarter quadrangles (1 m US Geological Survey DOQQ) base map using the first-order polynomial method. The average root-mean-squared error (RMS error ) of the georegistration was around 2 m when using 10 ground-control points (GCPs). The brightness value of the rectified image was resampled using a nearest-neighbor algorithm. A 400 × 400 pixel image was cropped from the whole scene and used in this study (Figure 7) . Since only a single date of hyperspectral image was used for classification and the training data were not extended through space and (or) time, we did not perform atmosphere correction (Song et al., 2001) . Yellow starthistle (YST), which was recognized as the worst invasive weed in California (DiTomaso, 2000) , is mainly distributed between the creek and Highway 16 (Miao et al., 2006) . It blossoms yellow flowers during the summer and shows as a light yellow hue in the false color image (Figure 7) . The riparian plant salt cedar is found mainly along the creek. Five other land cover classes seen in the CASI image (Figure 7) are water, highway, native trees (oak), mountain area, and bare ground. A field trip was conducted in July 2002 to verify the sample pixels selected for supervised classification. The spectral signatures of these seven classes are shown in Figure 8 . Digital numbers (DN) were not converted to the reflectance through radiometric correction. The CASI 2 image was used to illustrate the performances of class-based feature extraction algorithms for hyperspectral classification. The results are also compared with other common hyperspectral classifiers.
The kappa coefficient, k, is an index of classification accuracy derived from the following error matrix:
where x ij represents the elements of the error matrix . The kappa coefficient is commonly used in remote sensing analysis as a measure of map accuracy, since it indirectly incorporates the omission and commission errors of an error matrix (Congalton, 1991) . One of the advantages of using the kappa coefficient is that it allows the statistical comparison between two classified maps. Therefore, we used the kappa coefficient to estimate and compare the classification accuracies of all classifiers in this research: class-based feature extraction; a band selection scheme based on maximum Bhattacharyya distance; and three global feature extraction approaches, namely PCA, LDA, and SPCT.
We selected 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, and 48 bands based on maximum Bhattacharyya distance criteria and input them to a maximum likelihood classifier (MLC) . Bhattacharyya distance (B distance) is a pairwise measure of class separability (Kailath 1967) :
where ⌺ i is the class covariance matrix, and m i is the class mean vector. The average value of all possible class pairs was used to select the bands with maximum between-class separability. Equal priors were assumed for MLC. Although it is a simple band selection scheme, it is a good starting point to establish a baseline to compare other feature extraction classifiers. The first three, five, seven, and nine features with maximum eigenvalues, which represented the maximum data variance when projecting the hyperspectral data on the corresponding principal axes, were selected from each class from CPCA, CPPCA, and CPFA classifiers, respectively. Similarly, the first three, five, seven, and nine features were also selected from the global PCA classifier. The first two, four, and six discriminant variables (features) were selected from the LDA classifier. As for the SPCT classifier, principal components 1, 2, and 3 (PC1, PC2, and PC3) were selected from subgroup 1 (bands 1-26, 0.43-0.70 µm) and subgroup 2 (bands 27-48, 0.71-0.97 µm).
The critical decision in class-based feature extraction algorithms is determining how many axes to choose when projecting the hyperspectral image into subspaces. More features augments class separability but requires more training samples and hampers computational efficiency (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) . In addition, by keeping more features, the classifiers will be more complex and classification accuracy will decrease, given the limited training sample size (Burnham and Anderson, 2002) . Analysis of eigenvalues was used to explore data dimensionality and the number of features to select. Although each class could be defined by a different number of features, they were assumed to be the same in this research to illustrate the effect of the increasing number of features on classifiers. Eigenvalues were calculated for each class, ranked in decreasing order (Figure 9) . The accumulated ratios of the first three eigenvalues to the total variance for each class are summarized in Table 4 , which indicates that the first three eigenvectors can explain the majority of the variance for each class. This fact confirmed that most of the data variance was stored in a latent subspace, and the minimal dimension of the subspace was three.
We ran every algorithm 20 times. During each round of classification, we randomly selected 150 training samples from the class sample pool without replacement. The remaining samples were used to estimate the classification accuracy. The number of samples used in the classification experiments is summarized in Table 5 . This Monte-Carlo approach to classification produces a more robust estimate of the kappa coefficient and thus a better evaluation of the true performance of each classification algorithm.
The kappa coefficients for all classifiers are illustrated by box plots in Figure 10 . Each box and whisker plot provides a Table 4 . Accumulated ratios of the first three eigenvalues (%).
five-number summary (the smallest observation, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and largest observation) of the 20 kappa coefficients for each classifier. To show the changing trend as a function of the number of bands or features used in the classification, we connected the median kappa coefficient for each classification. The kappa accuracies of the band selection classifier (BS in Figure 10 ) reached a peak of about 0.925 when retaining eight bands, and the CPCA classifier requires only the first seven features to reach a peak of 0.946. Although CPPCA and CPFA were more appealing theoretically, their classification performances were not satisfactory, and their highest kappa coefficients were only about 0.896 and 0.836, respectively. The global PCA classifier with five and seven features worked well, and the kappa coefficient was as high as 0.923, better than the LDA approaches, which peaked at 0.905 with six features. SPCT with six features had a good performance with a kappa coefficient of 0.931. In summary, CPCA had the best performance for supervised classification of CASI hyperspectral data in this study. Although CPPCA and CPFA performed well using the simulated data, they did not provide satisfactory results for classification of the hyperspectral data due primarily to the limited number of training samples. As the CPCA method Table 5 . Number of samples for the seven classes. Figure 10 . Box plots of kappa coefficients for each classification algorithm. From left to right: CPCA with 3, 5, 7, and 9 features; CPPCA with 3, 5, 7, and 9 features; CPFA with 3, 5, 7, and 9 features; Bhattacharyya band selection (BS) with 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 , and 48 bands; PCA with 3, 5, and 7 features; LDA with first 3, 4, 5, and 6 discriminant features; and SPCT with 6 features. Each plot gives the smallest observation, lower quartile, median, upper quartile, and largest observation. resulted in the "best" classification, the error matrix of the CPCA classifier with seven features is illustrated in Table 6 . The left column represents the thematic map classes, and the top row represents the ground truth or reference classes. The CPCA-classified map derived using the first seven features is shown in Figure 11 .
Discussion and conclusion
Hyperspectral remote sensing images due to extremely high spectral resolution have strong correlations between various band ranges. This property results in flat class clusters (i.e., "Gaussian pancakes") in hyperspectral space (Brunzell and Eriksson, 2000) . In addition, Jimenez and Landgrebe (1998) pointed out that hyperspace is almost empty for highly correlated hyperspectral data, and low-dimensional linear projections of high-dimensional datasets tend to be normally distributed or a combination of normal distributions. The first observation results in the concentration of most of the hyperspectral data in specific latent subspaces, and the second observation supports the Gaussian distribution assumption required by the maximum likelihood classification algorithm used in this paper. Therefore, class-based subspaces can be modelled as "Gaussian pancakes floating in sparse hyperspace."
This paper evaluated and compared three class-based feature extraction algorithms for classification of hyperspectral imagery. Each land cover class was projected onto a low-dimensional subspace using class-based principal components analysis (CPCA), class-based probabilistic principal components analysis (CPPCA), and class-based probabilistic factor analysis (CPFA). Supervised classification (maximum likelihood classifier or MLC) of several land classes was conducted in a two-stage process: the training data were used to determine the low-dimensional latent subspace for each class, and then every pixel of the hyperspectral image was projected onto the latent spaces and its class membership was determined with an MLC. Although a normal data distribution is a requirement of the MLC, many researchers have found that MLC performs well even on data that are not normally distributed. Hastie et al. (2001) found that the most likely reason was that the data could only support simple decision boundaries defined by linear or quadratic functions, and the estimates provided by the Gaussian models were stable. Thus the assumption of a normal distribution for MLC was relaxed in this paper.
Two problems remain for class-based feature extraction classifiers. The first is an appropriate method for selecting the suitable number of features. In Figure 10 , we find that every algorithm (except LCA and SPCT) has a peak kappa coefficient, which represents the optimal number of features given a limited training sample size known as the Hughes phenomenon (Landgrebe, 2002) . We recommend choosing the feature number around the peak kappa value to achieve maximum classification accuracy. However, it is still problematic to derive a criterion to determine the optimum number of features for each class without conducting laborious experiments. The second problem is the shuttle phenomenon described in simulation 2. It is a shortcoming of class-based feature extraction classifiers, especially for a low-dimensional dataset. This phenomenon can be avoided by increasing the number of features. For example, the shuttle phenomenon would not occur if two features remained in each 2D class cluster in Figures 6b-6d . On the other hand, increasing the number of features may lead to the Hughes phenomenon. Therefore, the proper number of features should be selected to balance this trade-off. In this study, based on eigen-analysis, we increased the number of features starting from three.
The CPFA is a plausible choice theoretically for data reduction or feature extraction. The simulation experiments verified its effectiveness for the classification of 2D data. However, the CASI 2 experiment demonstrated that the CPFA feature extraction did not provide accurate classification of land classes on hyperspectral imagery because the increasing complexity of the classifier cannot be supported by a limited amount of training samples. Furthermore, CPFA ran much slower than other class-based feature extraction algorithms, since it uses the iterative EM algorithm. Although CPPCA and CPCA shared the same latent subspaces, the CPCA feature extraction resulted in a number of features that resulted in a more accurate land classification. We believe the reasons for this are as follows: (i) CPCA is more robust for datasets that are not normally distributed compared with CPPCA, which requires strict assumptions of normality; and (ii) CPPCA results in lower separability between classes, since it reduced the cluster distribution (Figure 1 ). In conclusion, CPCA is recommended as the best class-based feature extraction method for hyperspectral image classification.
CPCA is a flexible and effective feature extraction method for producing a set of features that produce a reasonable tradeoff between classification accuracy and computation efficiency for hyperspectral image classification. However, a few problems remain. First of all, since the features that result from this transformation are a linear mixture of all hyperspectral input bands, interpretability is sacrificed when conducting CPCA. Another problem concerns the separability of classes. If the separability of two classes depends only on a few spectral bands, and the variances of these diagnostic bands are relatively small, as in some mineral remote sensing applications, CPCA would likely ignore the difference between the two classes. Our future work will involve the incorporation of conventional feature extraction or classification methods such as segmented principal components transformation (SPCT) and spectral angle mapper (SAM) into the class-based framework to circumvent these difficulties.
